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Identifying interfacial failure mode in aerospace adhesive bonds by 
broadband dielectric spectroscopy 
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A B S T R A C T   

The most widely accepted test for bond durability analysis in aerospace metal-bonded structures is the bondline 
corrosion test introduced in the late 90s. Little progress has been made however on non-destructive testing 
methods that allow determining the bond quality after years of use. Here, a non-destructive method based on 
dielectric spectroscopy is introduced to evaluate the state of a metal-adhesive-metal bond exposed to salt fog 
spray up to 180 days. Several samples were evaluated with broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS), floating 
roller peel (FRP) tests and bondline corrosion (BLC) after exposure to salt fog spray test for different times. 
Relaxation processes and conductivity phenomena extracted from the BDS data (e.g. apparent conductivity 
relaxation time (τmax) using electric modulus) are found to correlate well with the bond strength measured in 
peel test and BLC progression. The BDS-based protocol was able to identify the local interfacial degradation 
stages in a non-destructive mode and with high resolution. The protocol has the potential to be further developed 
into a test method for durability on coupon level.   

1. Introduction 

Adhesive bonding is used since the 50s to join metallic materials and 
since more recently composite materials for aerospace applications [1, 
2]. Despite the proven value of bonding technologies in complex 
structures and joints, numerous factors have been found to alter the 
bond properties of adhesive joints, such as the anodizing process, curing 
time, primer layer thickness, type of adhesive film, or exposure to ma-
rine environment [3–5]. Any of these factors can affect the bond quality 
and possibly lead to a weak bond between the two surfaces with the 
consequent loss in structural integrity. A better understanding of the 
behavior of adhesive bonds and their ageing process is necessary for the 
design of new type of bonds with improved durability. 

One of the tests used to study durability with defined qualification 
requirements is the bondline corrosion test introduced by Airbus In-
dustries in the late 90s [6]. The test is dedicated to a special form of 
corrosion developing over time in adhesively bonded structures made of 
clad aluminium alloy, sometimes named after the proprietary name 
Alclad. In this destructive test, floating roller peel specimens are man-
ufactured, exposed to neutral salt spray (NSS) per ASTM B117 for a 
specified period of time (e.g. 45, 90, 180 or 300 days), peeled open, and 

the amount of corrosion as well as percentage of adhesive/cohesive 
fracture mode are calculated [7]. The obtained data is compared to the 
limits experimentally established from airplane inspections over 30 
years of service. Pethrick et al. provided insight in the number of pro-
cesses that can decrease the bond strength after NSS exposure such as 
swelling and plasticisation of the adhesive, and ingress of water along 
the polymer-polymer and polymer-metal/oxide interfaces [8]. The 
build-up of moisture and salt at the interface in turn promotes corrosion 
and bond breakage thereby deteriorating the adhesive bond structure 
and strength. The existing testing protocols, such as the bondline 
corrosion test, which are useful to ballpark the durability of new bond 
structures, tend to be time consuming and costly besides being 
destructive. Moreover, such destructive testing does not allow for 
in-field evaluation of bonded structures to estimate the quality of the 
bond after years in use. Therefore, the search for evaluation methods 
that are able to provide discriminative local information about the bond 
strength and degradation stage and type, that are faster and allow 
testing of bonded parts in use (i.e. in a non-destructive fashion) are still 
subject of research. NDTs such as ultrasonic testing or thermography 
have been proposed. Nevertheless, the scale at which these NDTs detect 
damages/heterogeneities is significantly higher than the scale at which 
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interfacial damages occur; therefore these techniques have not been able 
to show reproducible and reliable information about the bond quality 
and the detection of weak bonds [9–14]. Laser shock peening technique 
was successfully applied for the detection of weak bonds in laminate 
composites [14]. Nevertheless, its use for aluminium bonded structures 
is limited as laser peening interferes with the known process of local 
metal strength modification resulting in the enhancement of fatigue 
properties [15]. An alternative to these could be the use of techniques 
able to detect variations in the material dynamics (temperature and 
frequency dependent) at the molecular scale such as broadband 
dielectric spectroscopy (BDS). 

BDS studies the interaction of an external electric field with elec-
tronic dipoles present in the target sample (e.g. dipolar molecules) as a 
function of frequency, often expressed as permittivity. A variety of 
dielectric responses in materials have been reported ranging from 
dielectric relaxation, ionic relaxations, dipole relaxations in the low 
frequency range (10− 2-109 Hz) up to atomic (~1012 Hz) and electronic 
polarizations (~1015 Hz) in the high frequency range [16]. The study 
and understanding of such relaxation modes and their relation to, for 
instance polymer relaxation dynamics, led to the use of BDS to evaluate 
the presence and impact of heterogeneities in materials. Some examples 
include polymer morphology variations in polymer blends as shown by 
Rathi et al. [17], the presence of particles with different dielectric 
response and phase orientation as demonstrated by Maity et al. and Li 
et al. [18,19] or the presence of molecular and macroscopic damage in 
elastomers and their healing as shown by Hernández et al. [20]. More-
over, BDS was recently used by Wübbenhorst et al. to demonstrate that 
the dynamics of monomers or/and polymers in pores strongly depend on 
the level of restriction (i.e. mechanical interlocking and bond type with 
the pore walls) [21]. 

In this study, BDS results are correlated with bond strength in 
aerospace adhesive joints obtained with destructive testing. In a quasi- 
quantitative way, the effect of NSS exposure on bondline corrosion 
and bond strength were studied in a non-destructive manner with BDS. 
Although progress has been made in the use of BDS to study the per-
formance of adhesive bonds such as described by Banerjee, Elen-
chezhian et al. [22,23], the proposed methodology is not suitable for 
adhesive bonds with a significant conductive component. Fillers, im-
purities or moisture can obscure interfacial relaxations by introducing 
conductivity phenomena when represented as dielectric permittivity, as 
shown by Tsangaris et al. [24]. 

In this work, the electric modulus formalism, first introduced by 
McCrum et al. [25] and defined as the inverse of the complex relative 
permittivity, is exploited and found to be capable of revealing interfacial 
relaxation processes related to adhesive bond performance after NSS 
exposure. To this aim, a set of adhesively bonded specimens were pre-
pared with both the Cr(VI)-free phosphoric-sulphuric acid anodization 
process (PSA) and the thin film sulphuric acid anodization process 
(TFSAA) to yield specimens with different bonding capability as shown 
by Abrahami et al. [3,4]. 

The bonded specimens were exposed to NSS and tested with BDS, 
standard destructive floating roller peel test (FRP) and bondline corro-
sion (BLC) after different exposure times to NSS. Absorbed water and 
salts in the polymer adhesive resulted in additional relaxation processes 
and conductivity phenomena compared to as produced samples, which 
in turn depended on which anodic anodization process was used. 

A clear correlation was found between BDS data and the bondline 
strength measured with more traditional destructive methods. More-
over, besides being non-destructive, BDS proved being more sensitive to 
detect local degradation differences for same exposure times (i.e. metal- 
adhesive interface failure or cohesive failure and corrosion). The results 
suggest that BDS may be a useful technique to study adhesive bonds as 
well as to evaluate bondline strength and degradation in in-use bonded 
structures. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Adhesively bonded specimens 

Two sets of clad aluminium alloy AA7075-T6 adhesively bonded 
specimens were manufactured at GKN Fokker Aerostructures B.V. (NL) 
using the same commercial thermoset, modified epoxy, structural ad-
hesive (3 M™ Scotch-Weld™ Structural Adhesive Film AF 163-2K.06). 
The surfaces of the first set were pre-treated with the PSA process 
while the second set was prepared by using the TFSAA process. The 
anodizing conditions and abbreviations used along the manuscript are 
summarized in Table 1. SEM measurements were used to determine 
oxide thickness and pore size at the surface. 

In order to reduce the amount of interfaces and to facilitate data 
interpretation, no adhesive primer was used in this work as would 
normally be applied during manufacturing of adhesively bonded 
aluminium structures. The adhesive film AF163-2K.06 was applied be-
tween a thin (0.8 mm) and a thick (1.6 mm) equally anodized plate in a 
conditioned environment (18–24 ◦C and RH between 25 and 60%) and 
cured at 125 ± 5 ◦C at 600 kPa with a heating rate of 1.2–2 ◦C/min and a 
total curing time of 75 min using a laboratory press equipment. Once the 
panels were manufactured they were cut for the different tests, whereby 
the side edges of 5–10 mm were discarded. The cutting scheme with the 
assignment of the samples for BDS, floating roller peel test (FRP) and 
bondline corrosion (BLC) testing are given in Fig. 1. The samples are 
coded with the anodizing process (PSA or TFSAA), followed by the po-
sition in the panel from where they were cut off and by the exposure 
time in days. Samples for BLC and FRP tests were cut in 250 ± 0.5 × 25 
± 0.5 mm. Samples for BDS were cut again in pieces of 25 ± 0.5 × 25 ±
0.5 mm. 

The cut out samples as shown in Fig. 1 were either directly evaluated 
with destructive (dry-wet floating roller peel test) and non-destructive 
testing (BDS) or exposed to NSS for 45, 90 and 180 days according to 
ASTM B117 and then tested with destructive (dry floating roller peel test 
with bondline corrosion analysis) and non-destructive (BDS) techniques. 
All samples were dried similarly at RT in a desiccator for one week prior 
to testing. 

2.2. Scanning electron microscopy 

Oxide thickness and pore size were measured from cross-section and 
top view using a JEOL JSM 7500F Scanning Electron Microscope. 
Samples were coated with a 15 nm gold layer before SEM examination. 
Image capturing was performed at an accelerating voltage of 5.0 keV, a 
current of 10 μA and a working distance of 3.0–4.5 mm. The JEOL image 
software was used to measure pore distances and layer thickness. 

2.3. Dry-wet floating roller peel test (FRP) and BLC 

In industry, the bond quality is determined by the floating roller peel 
strength and the fracture mode of the adhesive bond; where the first has 
to be above the requirements for the structural adhesive system, and the 

Table 1 
Summary of the pre-treatment conditions.  

Process 
abbreviation 

Pre-treatment Conditions 

PSA Fokker phosphoric acid 
anodizing [26] 

10–40 g/L sulphuric acid and 
4–16 g/L phosphoric acid 
42–48 ◦C 
15–25 V 
30 min 

TFSAA A variation of thin film 
sulphuric acid anodizing 

10 g/L sulphuric acid 
20 ◦C 
27 V 
30 min  
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second has to be predominantly cohesive [27]. 
The floating roller peel test was executed per ASTM D3167 using 

Instron 5500R tensile machine in dry and wet mode for the non-exposed 
samples and in dry mode for the samples pre-exposed to the neutral salt 
fog spray test (NSS) per ASTM B117. First, the specimen is peeled up to 
at least 80 mm length as is (dry mode), then a droplet of water is added 
into the crack tip while peel continues with the same speed of 100–120 
mm/min. Wet peel represents the performance of a specimen free of 
weak bonds that will degrade as first when exposed to the salt spray. For 
the bond strength calculation a minimum peeled length of 180 mm was 
used for the dry tested samples (i.e. those exposed to NSS). A minimum 
of 80 mm was used for the dry/wet specimens. The peel plots were 
recorded for each specimen and their fracture mode was optically 
determined. The bondline corrosion (BLC) percentage and fracture 
mode (% of cohesive failure) were calculated optically from the peeled 
opened specimens using the guidelines of AITM5-0009. It should be 
noted that the dry-wet floating roller peel tests is considered even more 
discriminating than the wedge test per DIN 65448, introduced by Boeing 
for evaluation of durability of adhesive joints [28–31]. 

2.4. Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) 

Dielectric spectroscopy measurements were performed in a broad-
band dielectric spectrometer system based on an Alpha-n analyser and 
Quatro temperature controller (Novocontrol Technologies GmbH). 
Upper and bottom surfaces of the specimens tested in BDS were polished 
to ensure good ohmic contact with the BDS electrodes. The four laterals 
of the samples were also polished to remove corrosion products, salts or 
imperfections from the cutting process in order to avoid any possible 
bridging between electrodes. After polishing, the samples were mounted 
in a dielectric cell between two parallel gold-plated electrodes with a 
diameter of 20 mm to ensure high quality electrode contact and thereby 
reducing electrode polarization due to poor contact. In this way, the 
bonded structure acts as a capacitor where the adhesive is the dielectric 
and the aluminium plates are the electrodes. No signs of electrode po-
larization were detected as a confirmation of a good contact between the 
samples and the BDS electrodes. 

In order to analyze the effect of entrapped humidity on the BDS 
signals, the samples taken after the shortest exposure time, 45 days, 
were tested short after NSS exposure and after one week drying in a 
desiccator containing dried silica gel beads. 

The complex permittivity ε*(ω) = ε′

(ω) − iε˝(ω) of each sample was 
measured by performing consecutive isothermal frequency sweeps with 
an oscillating voltage of 1 Vrms over a frequency window of 10− 1 < f 
(Hz) < 107 (where f = ω

2π is the frequency of the applied electric field, 
where ω is the angular frequency), at 47 different frequencies in the 
temperature range from − 100 to 0 ◦C in steps of 10 ◦C. 

After BDS and FRP testing, all the samples were mechanically 
opened. Photographs were taken with a digital camera and analyzed 
with ImageJ to estimate the percentages of interfacial and cohesive 
fracture modes as well as percentage of the bondline corrosion on both 
the thin and the thick plates of the bond following the AITM5-0009 [6]. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Anodized layer morphology 

Fig. 2 shows representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images of the anodized samples obtained using PSA and TFSAA pro-
cesses in order to visualize differences in oxide thickness, pore size and 
oxide surface morphology. Image analysis shows that the PSA process 
produces anodized oxide layers with a columnar structure with pore- 
dimension of 15–20 nm and a layer thickness of around 3 μm. More-
over, the PSA oxide shows the presence of “bird-nest” structures on the 
surface (Fig. 2b). Abrahami et al. reported this to be due to the disso-
lution of the anodic oxide during the PSA process and considered this to 
favour high adhesive bond quality [4]. The TFSAA process on the other 
hand leads to a denser honeycomb structure with finer pores (6–10 nm) 
and a layer thickness of approximately 2.5 μm. The influence of anod-
izing chemistry on the oxide structure was first acknowledged in the 
PABST program [29,32]. 

Fig. 1. Sample code used in this work (a) and cutting scheme from manufactured adhesive bonds to be tested in BDS, BLC and FRP (b). The position of the cut out 
samples was selected to ensure representative results and to not account for edge effects (note: side edges of 5–10 mm were discarded). 
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3.2. Non-destructive testing: relaxation dynamics by BDS 

3.2.1. Behavior of the adhesive bonds before exposure to NSS 
Before exposing the samples to neutral salt spray, two sets of samples 

produced with the two anodizing processes were studied with BDS. This 
allowed evaluating the effect of the anodizing process (PSA or TFSAA) 
on the secondary relaxations and the glass transition temperature of the 
adhesive bonds. 

Fig. 3a shows representative BDS results of the two systems shown as 
imaginary dielectric permittivity vs. temperature at 100 Hz. Fig. A1 
shows the real and imaginary dielectric permittivity with frequency at 
various temperatures. As for most amorphous polymers, two relaxation 
regions related to the thermoset adhesive, can be observed in the tem-
perature domain which was consistent with previous results [33]. At low 
temperatures, a broad peak can be observed in the dielectric loss curve. 
This relaxation (β-relaxation) in amorphous polymers is, in general 
agreement with previous work, assigned to localized rotational fluctu-
ations of the dipole vector [34]. The α-relaxation, attributed to a dy-
namic glass transition, is observed at higher temperatures and attributed 
to coordinated large scale motions of the polymer chains [35]. No clear 
differences are observed between process TFSAA and PSA on the mo-
lecular relaxations before exposure to NSS. 

In order to better show the trends for the β-relaxation, the dielectric 
loss vs, frequency at different temperatures was used (Fig. 3b, shows the 
example for TFSAA system). In this figure it can be seen how fmax, the 
frequency at the peak maximum of ϵ′′ for the β -relaxation, increases 
with increasing temperature. This indicates faster molecular motions 
and shorter relaxation times. Apparent relaxation times for the 
β-relaxation can be determined as τmax = 1/(2⋅π⋅fmax), where fmax de-
notes the frequency of the maximum of the β -peak. Log τmax, when 
plotted against 1/T (see Fig. 3c), shows strong Arrhenius behavior ac-
cording to the following equation (Eq. (1)), 

τmax(T)= τ0exp(
Ea

RT
) (Eq. 1)  

with Ea, the activation energy for this β-relaxation. Both anodizing 
treatments lead to comparable activation energies (~31 kJ/mol for 
TFSAA_#0_0days and ~ 26 kJ/mol for PSA_#0_0days). This suggests 
that the surface chemistry and oxide morphology due to the anodization 
process do not affect the secondary relaxations in the glassy state of the 
polymers before NSS. 

3.2.2. Behavior of the adhesive bonds after exposure to NSS 
The adhesive bonds using the two anodizing protocols were exposed 

to NSS in duplicate and evaluated by BDS after different exposure times 
(different specimens per exposure time). Fig. 4a shows, as a mode of 
example, the BDS results (dielectric loss vs frequency) of a TFSAA 
sample exposed to NSS for 45 days. In Fig. 4a significantly higher values 
of ϵ′′ are observed at low frequencies when compared to the results 
obtained for the specimens not exposed to NSS (Fig. 3b). In addition, the 
dielectric loss increases with temperature in the whole frequency range 
and indicates the presence of thermally activated processes. The larger 
values of permittivity after NSS exposure can be attributed to the so- 
called electrode polarization effect, proposed by Kremer et al. [16], 
and suggest higher charge mobility. The significant drop of the 
permittivity becomes more visible at higher frequencies. This suggests a 
restriction to the charge diffusion phenomena, and the temperature 
dependency possibly due to the accumulation of moisture and salts at 
the adhesive bond (adhesive-anodized layer interface and adhesive self) 
due to the exposure to NSS. To confirm the source of the electrode po-
larization related to moisture, the same specimens were dried for two 
weeks prior to the BDS test. After drying, the conductivity relaxation 
peak dropped considerably (Figure B1). This indicates a strong reduc-
tion of mobile charge carriers and supports the hypothesis that the 
electrode polarization is caused by the combination of moisture and salt 
ingress. 

A saturation effect is also observed at higher frequencies, while the 
high values in the low frequency range represent ion conduction. The 
constant value of ε˝ at high frequencies is because interfacial polariza-

Fig. 2. SEM images of the surface morphology of the oxides produced with PSA (a for side view and b for top view) and TFSAA (c for side view and d for top view).  
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tion is ineffective at higher frequencies, as large dipoles developed at the 
interfaces cannot follow the electric field when the frequency is high. 
The above observations highlight that the electrode polarization re-
flected in the dielectric permittivity (as shown in Fig. 4a) is very 
dominant and suppresses other relevant relaxation processes. Since one 
of the intentions of this work was to explore the potential of BDS as a 
NDT method to evaluate the state of adhesive bonds right after exposure 
to aggressive solutions, it was decided to avoid extended drying. As a 
consequence, due to electrode polarization interference, dielectric 
permittivity cannot be used directly to interpret the BDS results. An 
alternative approach correcting for this interference had to be imple-
mented as shown here below. 

In order to correct for the electrode polarization and to obtain a 
better insight into the relaxation processes at lower frequencies, the 
modulus formalism was applied as described in Ref. [36]. This 
formalism uses the electric modulus M*, which is defined as the inverse 
of the complex dielectric permittivity ε* (Eq. (2)), 

M* =
1
ε* =

(ε′

− iε′′)
|ε*|

2 = M′

+ iM′′ (Eq. 2)  

with M′ and M′′ as the real and imaginary part of the complex modulus 
M*. 

In practice, the use of the electric modulus allows suppressing large 
values of permittivity and conductivity at low frequencies due to elec-
trode polarization. Although still under debate due to its indirect way of 
measuring the coupled conductivity and dielectric relaxation [37], the 
use of M* is broadly applied to study: (i) polymeric electrolytes to 
separate bulk relaxation phenomena from the ionic relaxation and 
where the relaxations are speculated to occur from ionic motion, and (ii) 
systems with a conductive component (e.g. a polymer with conductive 
particles) where the relaxation processes are often obscured by con-
ductivity phenomena as noted in Ref. [38]. In this work, the use of the 
electric modulus (M*) decreased the conductivity effect (induced by the 
ingress of salt solution during the NSS exposure) and highlighted the 
relevant features occurring at higher frequencies. This allowed simpli-
fying the interpretation of the BDS data and the study of the effect of NSS 
exposure on the durability of the adhesive bonds. 

Fig. 4b and c shows representative plots of the imaginary part of the 
electric modulus (M′′) at different temperatures for TFSAA _#1_45days 
and PSA_#8_45days respectively. The use of the electric modulus 
formalism leads to the clear identification of a relaxation peak in both 
sample series (TFSAA and PSA) which was not evident in the dielectric 
loss plot (Fig. 4a). 

Kremer et al. proposed that the left side of the M′′ relaxation peak 
(low frequencies) represents the range where charge carriers are mobile 
from one site to the neighboring site, while the region to the right is the 
range where bound ionic dipoles are spatially confined to their potential 
well [16]. The frequency range where the peak occurs is indicative for 
the transition from long-range to short-range mobility of charge carriers. 
The shift of the relaxation peak towards higher frequencies with the 
temperature indicates that the movement of charge carriers is a ther-
mally activated process that becomes faster with temperature, as noted 
in Ref. [39]. It can be seen that the M′′ spectra are asymmetric and 
skewed towards the higher frequency side of the maxima. This broad 
and asymmetric nature indicates a wide distribution of conductivity 
relaxation processes of charge carriers and thus heterogeneity in the 
measured area (i.e. the adhesive bond between the electrodes). When 
comparing the TFSAA and PSA plots at 45 days of exposure (4b and 4c), 
it can be seen that the relaxation peak of PSA appears at lower fre-
quencies than the peak of TFSAA. This suggests slower dynamics and 
smaller temperature influence, and therefore the presence of a more 
stable (i.e. better) adhesive bond. This observation correlates with pre-
vious reports suggesting that bigger pore sizes (15–20 nm) and/or the 
presence of oxide “bird-nest” structures as obtained in the PSA anod-
ization lead to higher adhesive bond quality than smaller pore sizes 
(6–10 nm) and/or no “bird-nest” structure. 

In addition to the primary relaxation peak, an additional relaxation 
peak was observed for both TFSAA and PSA specimens in the frequency 
range 105–107 (Table C1). This relaxation appeared more evident and 
even dominant in some samples, even for comparable exposure times (e. 
g. TFSAA_90 days samples #1 and #2 in Table C1), and suggests addi-
tional relaxation and conductivity phenomena at high frequencies which 
may be associated with the diffusion of water into the adhesive. 

In order to be able to compare all samples in a quantitative manner 
and to study their evolution with the exposure time to NSS, the con-
ductivity relaxation times of the primary relaxation peak were calcu-
lated using the following relation (Eq. (3)) at each studied temperature, 

Fig. 3. Typical variation of (a) imaginary normalized dielectric permittivity 
(ϵ′′) with temperature at 100 Hz at t = 0 days (b) imaginary dielectric 
permittivity (ϵ′′) with frequency at various temperatures for TFSAA bonded 
panels at t = 0 days and (c) the apparent relaxation time as function of tem-
perature, following strong Arrhenius behavior for the two studied bonding 
processes (PSA and TFSAA). 
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τmax|Ti
=

1
2πfmax

|Ti
(Eq. 3)  

where τmax is the conductivity relaxation time and fmax is the frequency 
corresponding to M′′

max at at given temperature Ti. 
Fig. 4d shows the τmax values at − 50 ◦C as function of the exposure 

time to salt fog spray testing for the two studied adhesive bond systems 
(Figure D1 shows same plot for other temperatures). Both systems 
(TFSAA and PSA) show same relaxation times before exposure (as-pro-
duced, time 0 days). Nevertheless, the systems behave significantly 
different with the exposure time to NSS. A clear decrease in the relax-
ation time with the exposure time can be observed for the TFSAA panel 
series (M′′ peaks shift towards higher frequencies, drop of τmax at 45 days 
in Fig. 4d). This suggests faster ionic motion attributed to an increase in 
number density of charge carriers, ion charges and mobility of the ionic 
species with the exposure time likely due to more salt solution ingress. 
The PSA series on the other hand shows relatively stable relaxation times 
with the exposure time, which remain two to three orders of magnitude 
higher than those of TFSAA. This suggests a lower impact of the expo-
sure to the NSS environment in the PSA series. Similar trends were ob-
tained for the other studied temperatures (Figure D1). 

As shown in Fig. 4d and Figure D1, PSA duplicates at 90 and 180 days 
showed a high level of reproducibility with slightly varying τmax (the 
variation increases at 180 days exposure). The two samples of TFSAA at 
equal exposure times (90 and 180 days) show different BDS results: up to 
four orders of magnitude difference in τmax (Fig. 4d and D.1). Interest-
ingly, the two TFSAA specimens showing higher τmax values comparable 
to those of the PSA specimens at comparably long exposure times 
(samples #7 and #6 highlighted in Fig. 4d with black squares) showed 
also a higher percentage of cohesive fracture mode and less corrosion 
than the TFSAA samples for the same exposure times with low τmax 

values (Fig. 5). The correlation between the BDS parameter and the state 
of the fractured bond interface suggests BDS is sensitive to the degra-
dation degree of the adhesively bonded structure as seen with all the 
specimens tested in this work. 

3.3. Destructive testing: floating roller peel tests and BLC evaluation 

The mechanical performance of the adhesive bonds before and after 
exposure to the NSS was evaluated by measuring the peel strengths of 
two sample series using dry-wet peel for the as-produced samples and 
dry peel for the samples exposed to NSS. Once the samples were peeled 
open and their fracture load progression recorded, the crack fracture 
planes (Fig. 5a and b, Table E1) were optically analyzed to obtain the 
cohesive-interfacial failure contribution and the so-called bondline 
corrosion (BLC) parameter with the exposure time (Fig. 5e). 

As can be seen in the photos of the fractured specimens in Fig. 5a and 
b and Table E1 (including the samples studied by BDS), bondline 
corrosion is not homogeneous along the samples and the corrosion front 
progresses from the sides exposed to the salt fog spray environment into 
the specimen in different degrees [6]. The variations in the peel strength 
with the displacement (Table E1) show locations where such heteroge-
neities in the bond line take place. However, from these figures it is not 
possible to predict, where corrosion will start first. 

Fig. 5b shows the average peel strength for both adhesive bond series 
as function of the exposure time. Although the adhesive bond strength of 
both series is similar prior to exposure to NSS, a significant decrease of 
bond strength with the exposure time can be seen for the TFSAA series. 
This indicates a lower durability of this anodizing process compared to 
that of PSA when the same adhesive bond protocol is used. Moreover, 
the peel load profiles of the PSA samples (Table E1) are more stable than 
those of the TFSAA, which indicates a more homogeneous bond stability 

Fig. 4. (a) Dielectric loss permittivity of sample TFSAA_#1_45days shows dominant electrode polarization. By using the modulus formalism, large values of 
permittivity and conductivity can be suppressed as shown in (b) TFSAA_#1_45 days and (c) PSA_#8_45days. Apparent conductivity relaxation times (τmax at − 50 ◦C) 
for panels TFSAA and PSA as function of exposure time (d). Samples TFSAA_#7_90 and TFSAA_#6_180 highlighted with black squares show comparable results to 
PSA samples for the same exposure time in good agreement with comparable states of the fractured surfaces shown in Fig. 5. 
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in the PSA case. 
Visual inspection of the panels after the floating roller peel test 

(Table E1) allowed classifying the failure mode for each exposure time 
as function of the interfacial failure percentage (i.e. unwanted failure at 
the metal-adhesive interface and called as adhesive failure according to 
the manufacturing terminology) and cohesive failure (i.e. crack propa-
gating through the adhesive). Fig. 5d shows the contribution of each 
failure modes to the whole peeled strip for each exposure time. Both as- 
produced samples (0 days) showed mainly cohesive failure in the wet- 
dry peel test. In this test the wet and dry events can be separated as 
the moment of water adhesion during the peel test is known. This leads 
to two columns in Fig. 5d (dry and wet) related to 0 days. Cohesive 
failure dominance was observed in all four cases with a small interfacial 

(adhesive) failure contribution in the case of dry-test of the TFSAA 
sample. The PSA series kept showing cohesive failure with the exposure 
to NSS while the TFSAA series showed a decrease of the cohesive failure 
with the exposure time, clear sign of interfacial degradation due to water 
and salt ingress. 

The progression of the bondline corrosion with time is shown in 
Fig. 5e and is calculated as the area covered by oxides observed during 
optical inspection of the opened strips. In the case of the PSA series, both 
the thin and the thick adherends of the tested panels show comparably 
limited amount of corrosion and mostly cohesive fracture mode. For the 
TFSAA series, most of the corrosion is on the thin adherend. This effect 
could be related to a higher sensitivity of the TFSAA process to the 
thickness of the clad aluminium alloy layer, which is thinner for the 

Fig. 5. Representation of opened BDS samples according to their position respect the FRP specimens for TFSAA (a) and PSA (b) where the BDS samples, the 45 days 
BLC specimen and 180 days BLC specimen are shown at the left, middle and right respectively. Individual images show thin adherend present on the thin (left) and 
thick (right) adherends of each sample. (c) Peel strength of the panels TFSAA and PSA after exposure times of 0, 45, 90 and 180 days. (d) Fracture modes of the 
panels, determined by visual analysis of the surfaces highlighting the distribution of the different failure modes. (e) BLC results for panels TFSAA and PSA as function 
of exposure time show more corrosion in the thin adherend panel of the TFSAA sample. 
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thinner sheet, leading to a less stable oxide-metal substrate interface in 
this anodizing process. The decrease of the peel strength can thereby be 
directly attributed to the progression of corrosion in this case. 

3.4. Correlation between BDS and peel testing 

From the previous section, it becomes apparent that BDS is as 
capable as peel testing to identify that the TFSAA system is less durable 
than PSA yet in an NDT manner. 

Visual analysis of the samples (Fig. 5 a-b) confirmed inhomogeneity 
in the corrosion progression over the samples and a discrepancy between 
the BLC panels and the smaller specimens prepared for BDS analysis. In 
the same figure, the origin of the samples used in BDS with respect to the 
panels from where they were cut off and the samples used in peel testing 
can be seen, with no clear position-dependent result. The opening of the 
samples after the BDS testing was performed in a comparable way as for 
those from the floating roller peel test. Clear differences in fracture mode 
and corrosion degree between samples exposed for the same time to the 
NSS can be identified. For example, TFSAA_#7_90 days shows cohesive 
failure without corrosion while TFSAA_#2_90 days show extensive 
corrosion. This is in good agreement with the BDS results (Fig. 4d), 
where the sample TFSAA_#7_90 days showed similar τmax to the PSA 
samples, both showing mostly cohesive failure. A similar observation 
can be made for the samples exposed for 180 days where TFSAA_#6_180 
shows higher cohesive failure and lower corrosion than TFSAA_#3_180 I 
good agreement with a higher τmax for the first. These results reflect on 
the ability of BDS to discriminate between an adhesive bond in good 
state after exposure to NSS and one showing clear a bond interfacial 
degradation. 

In an attempt to make the BDS analysis protocol proposed here more 
quantitative in relation to the type and extent of the bond failure in order 

to use it as an NDT to analyze during-use bonds, the results from the BDS 
were compared with those obtained from the optical analysis and those 
from the mechanical peel test (Table F1). Fig. 6a and b shows the rela-
tion between the three classification parameters used so far to study the 
bond strength: (i) peel strength from mechanical testing, (ii) adhesion 
failure component (% of interfacial failure) from mechanical testing and 
from the samples used in BDS, and (iii) the apparent relaxation time, 
τmax, obtained from BDS with the electric modulus formalism. In order to 
correct for the local heterogeneities, the apparent relaxation time was 
related to the failure mode from the BDS samples and not to the inter-
facial failure from the BLC samples (Fig. 6b). A clear relation between 
the percentage of interfacial failure and the peel strength (Fig. 6a) and 
between the percentage of interfacial failure and the apparent relaxation 
time (Fig. 6b) is visible. As it can be seen, BDS allows the grouping of the 
samples in three distinctive failure behaviors (cohesive, interfacial, and 
interfacial + corrosion) depending on their τmax values. In this repre-
sentation, the two TFSAA samples tested at 90 and 180 days exposure to 
NSS that gave results similar to those of the PSA treatment (#7 and #6) 
are included under cohesive and interfacial failure instead of interfacial 
+ corrosion. High values of τmax (higher than 10− 2 s for the example 
shown obtained at − 50 ◦C) correspond to good durability bonds with 
cohesive failure when cracked opened (Fig. 6b), which in turn corre-
spond to samples giving aerospace ‘acceptable’ peel strength values 
(higher than 5.5 N/m according to AITM5-009) and very low interfacial 
failure component (% of interfacial failure) as shown in Fig. 6a. 
Although more dedicated studies about variability in data and quanti-
fication are necessary, the results highlight the high sensitivity of the 
BDS method to the state of interfacial adhesion. The electric modulus 
formalism is capable to determine the quality of the bond and the ex-
pected interfacial degradation degree, and shows its potential for use in 
research of interactions and degradation behaviour of the anodic oxide – 

Fig. 6. (a) Relation of the peel strength (mechanical tests results) and the apparent conductivity relaxation time (τmax) obtained with BDS at − 50 ◦C (b) with the 
failure mode measured by post-mortem optics analysis of the BLC samples and between and the post-mortem optics analysis (interfacial failure percentage) of the 
samples tested in the BDS). Acceptable and non-acceptable bond strength limits in Fig. 6a are established based on AITM5-009. Figures show the high potential of 
BDS to determine the state of the bond through the use of τmax from the electric modulus formalism. 
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adhesive systems. 

4. Conclusions 

Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) and mechanical testing 
were used to test the durability and bond strength of adhesive bonds 
using two anodizing protocols. Both destructive and non-destructive 
tests correlate well and confirm that the PSA process, producing “bird- 
nest” structures, larger pores and layer thickness, results in durable 
adhesion and low bondline corrosion. Broadband dielectric spectros-
copy was able to monitor the interfacial degradation state with the 
exposure time to NSS and hence reveal the state of the adhesive bond in 
a nondestructive manner. 

The apparent conductivity relaxation time (τmax) obtained from the 
use of the electric modulus formalism is proposed as a predictive BDS 
parameter to differentiate between as-produced high and low quality 
bonds. Moreover, the same parameter was able to differentiate the state 
of the bond upon exposure to NSS distinguishing between three per-
formance modes as function of the τmax value: cohesive failure, interfa-
cial (adhesive) failure, and interfacial failure with corrosion. The 
samples identified with cohesive failure by BDS show very good agree-
ment with the peel strength values obtained through destructive me-
chanical evaluation by FRP/BLC testing, which in turn correspond to 
commonly defined as ‘acceptable’ adhesive bonds. 

The sensitivity of the BDS protocol allowed to identify the presence 
of mixed modes of interfacial failure. Unlike traditional destructive 
testing methods, where inhomogeneity in corrosion progression is to a 
lesser extent taken into account, this work provides the first proof-of- 
concept indication that BDS can be used to identify local interfacial 
failure and corrosion in a non-destructive manner. The capability of 
detecting the first stages of adhesive bond degradation and the transition 
to interfacial weakening and subsequent corrosion opens the door to 
further studies on degradation protocols, processing parameters, anod-
izing processes and adhesive chemistries and their effect on the dura-
bility of adhesive bonds using NDT. 

All data supporting the findings of this study are available within the 
article and in the Supplementary Information. 
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